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PRODUCT  BRIEF

Yash Solutions LLC is a system integration services provider 
with a track record of 18 years. We provide expert services and 
skills with leading technologies. YashOne is our flagship 
product that exhibits our skills and expertise in IT and we use it 
to help our clients to solve their IT problems. We have success 
in the fields of Data Virtualization, OS virtualization, 
Middleware management, IT tool integration. With our growing 
footprint we also make sure that we provide our clients with 
the best services and talent in the industry.

YashOne is an AI backed, event – trigger platform that 
integrates all of your IT tools into one system and provides GUI, 
API, CLI and ChatOps access to manage your workflows in an 
automated self healing fashion. YashOne helps track systems 
and generate custom KPIs.

YashOne makes your existing IT tools more 
powerful by integrating them together  and 
manage them with AI and write workflows as 
if-then syntax.

Yash Solutions LLC is an unique partner as we 
provide our customers skills and solutions which 
are market tested and proven on our own 
products. With YashOne we target the generic 
problem of “we are not ready yet” by imple-
menting our technology that adapts to their 
existing processes regardless of their journey in 
terms of standardization. YashOne, our integra-
tion platform is a collection of our expert skills 
with more than 40 different technologies built 
as plugins and help us testify our image as 
technology partners.

Yash Solutions is committed to provide world class 
technological exposure to our clients. With Red 
Hat we are excited to add a tool-belt of world’s 
leading technologies to our portfolio. We specifi-
cally work with OpenShift, Jboss, Ansible Tower, 
RHEL, OpenStack and Virtualization. We see a 
great partnership coming off with Red Hat and are 
delighted to be a part of Red Hat family.

“Customers are looking to migrate their 
applications to the cloud leveraging containers 
as the deployment model,” said Mike Werner, Sr. 
Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat. 
“Red Hat container certification assures a 
supportable platform for all types of customer 
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work 
with software partners like Yash Solutions, 
resulting in the world’s largest commercial 
ecosystem for containers.”
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Yash Solutions LLC
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https://yashsolutions.com

Contact:
info@yashsolutions.com

FAST FACTS



Call us for a free demo: +1-678-564-1144

Visit us: https://yashsolutions.com

Sales: john.annarelli@yashsolutions.com

Technical: ashishn@yashsolutions.com
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• Manage IT infrastructure and software as one unified system

• Instant feedback on services and events allows running automatic 
fixes

• Integrating any IT tool with any other IT tool creates a real 
ecosystem

• AI helps in training, evaluating and accessing information from the 
IT system

Create automated environments on demand

Run CI/CD across multiple tools, processes, machines and locations 

Increase adoption of technology by adapting to workflows

Migrating between clouds, setup multiple cloud environments or work with a hybrid environment
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